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About This Content

Music by Michael Allen and Lisa Gerrard
Produced, Mixed and Mastered by Jacek Tuschewski

Cover Art by Ty Carey

As lovers of incredible soundtracks and grand soundscapes, we knew the sonic vistas of Armello had to be extraordinary. The
team we've got on board are not only incredibly talented, but also world renowned stars in their own right. Michael Allen for his

chart surfing pop songs to moving soundtracks and Lisa Gerrard (Dead Can Dance, Gladiator, Samsara, The Insider) whose
voice and composition have created some of the most heart moving music ever created.

The soundtrack is produced, mixed and mastered by Jacek Tuschewski, who has shipped over thirty games and worked with
internationally acclaimed virtuosos like Hans Zimmer, Harry Gregson-Williams, Lisa Gerrard, Jeff Rona, Klaus Badelt and

Zbigniew Preisner on Academy Award winning films, theatre productions and sound installations.

Armello Original Soundtrack - Wyld's Call - Track listing:
01 - Once Upon a Time...

02 - A Tale of Tails
03 - Beyond Burrow

04 - In Darkness
05 - Adventure Untold

06 - Dagger & Rose
07 - The Gathering Storm
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08 - Far From Home
09 - The Creeping Black

10 - Fire & Fang
11 - Blackheart

12 - Dawn's Sunset
13 - The Trial of the Chosen

14 - O' King, O' Liege
15 - Bowed, Unbroken
16 - Founders' Respite
17 - A Realm Reborn

18 - Wyld's Call
19 - Ever After

Total Length: 38:30

Songs will be placed in the Armello folder in your Steam Directory: ...Steam\steamapps\common\Armello
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Title: Armello Original Soundtrack - Wyld's Call
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
League of Geeks
Publisher:
League of Geeks
Release Date: 2 Sep, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (32-Bit)

Processor: Dual-core 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 class GPU with 512MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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Fun little game that gives the feel of an old computer game like The Pit but with the smoothness and extra "layers" expected
from a modern counterpart.. The game overall is not bad, but it has some major flaws.

Pros:
- Good pixelated graphics,

Cons:
- Awful controls. For example, when you switch between seasons, you are unable to move for a brief moment. But this often
resulted in me being hit by something or someone. Otherwise, if the controls were fine, this could have been easily avoidable.
Sometimes you're unable to perform a dash, no matter how fast you hit the action button resulting in disturbed gameplay flow.
Often enemies hit you because of that. When you shoot and if you press down, you don't crouch. You need to stop shooting to
crouch. I think you should be able to crouch as you shoot.The controls don't actually feels tight.
- Bad collision detection for some enemies. Sometimes you're in front of a rock and get hit by. Sometimes on slopes you hit the
smash button, but you get hit by the enemy and the enemy didn't get a hit. There are some falling leave you should jump on
them, but the space you can jump on them is too small and that often resulted in falling though them.
- Backtracking. In some cases backtracking is not that bad, but in case of this game it's bad. Once you finish a level, there's little
to no desire to go back. Although the graphics may be cool, the levels themselves are not that interested. Nothing too spectacular
and repetitive, with repetitive enemies and patterns. And most of the time they follow the same formula. And the worst is, if
you get killed, you lost all of your progress and you need to start from the beginning of a level. This becomes tedious. Even if
there are some checkpoints, they costs you coins. I'd prefer if they were automatic. But no, you have to specifically tell that you
want to save and loose some of your coins. Just great...
And then, there's the grind mechanic. You also must backtrack levels to get coins, if you would like to upgrade your abilities.
Actually, there's no "would". You NEED to upgrade anyway because I don't think you could progress further. Again, if you die
and lost some amount of coins and save collected items, it would have been much better and acceptable, but as it is right now
it's... meh.
- Dropped coins stays for too short amount of time.
- The default jump height seems not enouigh, as you almost all of the times need to double jump in order to get even on
platforms that are literally above your head.
- You can't press down+jump to jump down from one-way up platforms (like tree leaves).
- Music. This is really my personal opinion, as some of you might like the soundtrack, but I don't like the music at all. It's
actually the worst music this game could get. If the music was better, maybe I would have liked this game more. Sound effects
however are fine.
- There's no button to exit the game. Seriously, how such a big team (I've seen the credits) could have missed that?

Really, this game showed potential, but at this point I can't give this a thumbs up. Maybe if they fix these issues.... "WHAT DID
YOU DO!??"

"I moved..."

Baby driver references aside this song is a blast to play on bass and guitar, highly recommend. A bit bare at the moment, but
that's to be expected. If you love to play with fireworks then this is a great game to play around with. They're definitely on the
right track to making an awesome Sandbox game, can't wait to see what they add in the future!. This game is brilliant.

The graphics are surreal and excellent. They complimnet the fascinating story perfectly.

I am on a board where we have group plays (this means we do not use a walk through; if we get stuck we post asking for a hint
from another member).

We discuss the game, We analyze it. We had so many discussions while playing this game because it is so unique.

We have players that are using everything from the latest Alienware to a WIN 7 operating system with none having problems
running the game. This includes one person who only has 2 gb ram. :-)
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This was one of the best group plays we have ever had because there are so many variables in the game.

"Every action has a reaction".

Every person that played immediately started a new game to see the outcome of other chices they could make.

Our group is anxiously awaiting the release of "Bad Dream Fever" for a group play :-). Even though out schedule is made out
months in advance I have a feeling we will make room for this.

ETA: I bought this game elsewhere so it only shows .7 hours of recorded play. I did play this game (several times) all the way
through.

I would guess the actual play time if you don't use a walk-through and poke around looking at everything is about 15 hours..
Beyond bad, graphics so bad its hard to tell what is even going on, no tutorial, minimail instructions and the UI is nonsensical.
Probably the worst game I've played on PC which is saying something..... I like what the devs are doing with Hero Siege,
recently they added seasonal ladders. I'm glad that the devs release these skin dlc's for those who like to support a little more. It's
volunteerly so can't complain :). Crash force is a very nice game with very good graphics and a very good story as it makes you
decide which craft you want based on its abilities. It is a game that you dont get bored easily as there are a lot of extra things to
unlock and it is multiplayer although thre are not a lot of players playing this game. At all it is a very good game but there are
some bugs that should be fixed. I strongly recommend it if you want to play with friends. This is a unique solitaire game where
you arrange your cards into poker suits to set up combos and blast your opponent. It's fun. The story starts out interesting setting
things in real history, but with fantasy troops around, but it quickly becomes kill the bad guy, and the dialogues tries to be
tongue-in-cheek too often
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EHHHHH I'll give it a recommend for the parts that are good however this was close to a not recommended for a myriad of
reasons

first up Ill say that the ball level was by far the worst part of the game bar none. the ball didn't control very well and then add in
the fact the ball control scheme is never oriented towards the screen by default and then even if you orient the control scheme
every time you go through a teleporter it is set back to default so imagine my annoyance with the puzzle that requires like 4
teleporter jumps

next is the story is pretty well crap. for example I have no clue if baby face man was even a bad or good guy and the pictures
have no coherence towards each other first it starts off showing parents and kids at the end its just showing random monsters???

while most of the puzzles were actually good a few had dumb design choices for example the mixing colors and shapes puzzle
has these really faint grey circles and some have faint grey dots in those circles and this matters because you have to put the
correct one of those that has either the faint grey dot or not on specific platforms......IF IT IS IMPORTANT IT SHOULD
HAVE BEEN BLACK AND NOT A LIGHT FAINT GREY!!

the sound design in this game was that the majority of it was bad with a few shining moments of good\/decent

if you are getting this game be sure to get on a good sale

. This game is freakin awesome.

Its a pirate-themed party-based roguelike action-rpg, and there's not anything else quite like it.

I got pretty far then half my crew got killed by robots, it was amazing.

buy it.. It is fun fast game - so if all is you want from this game get it.

I have found two negatives which spoiled game for me:
if you happen to want to play game also on your mobile/tablet forgot about synchonizing your accounts.

several achievements were not working properly - now it is fixed. Great game but has some issues. i am plagued with infinite
loading screens that can only be resolved by restarting steam vr. other than that it is a great game. 6/10 because of the infinite
loading screens.. Definetly love to play this game. And this is not even its final form!!!

Tons of fun while playing it either with friends or by yourself (Challenges are amazing if you are playing this game on your
own)

Really looking forward for the tournament and endless modes that are currently work in progress. In the mean time, the
developers are really working on it releasing patches with fixes and some new features.

Very cheap, there are no reasons not to buy this. A must for everybody that likes local multiplayer!!. whu no servers
. If you want to make an old-timey PC game, make one that can be controlled without gamepad. The controls are abomination..
A bad game in all ways.. OMFG! YES!
Finally!!! They've done something right! I used this pack on ACE before, and I can't explain how MUCH I loved this pack! And
for those who want to make GOOD Scifi games, I highly recommend this pack!!

Now all is missing is Dark Heroes pack. STAY AWAY AT ALL COSTS
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